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T urnout in the US election of
1996 fell below 50 per cent.
In Britain five years later, it
was the lowest since the
Great war.Most pop

culture either side of themillennium
wasn’t even allusively or allegorically
political. You can read Jane Austen—
goes the old line —without knowing
that Napoleonwas cutting through
Europe. You canwatch Friendswithout
knowing that America has a
government. The peak of that apolitical
age was Big Brother, which, in sealing
contestants from the news, didn’t
disrupt their livesmuch.
And now look. The political podcast
has displaced the sitcom at the centre
ofmodern culture. Turnout is up. No
satirical play is too on-the-nose to sell
out.We aremuchmore engaged now,
muchmore informed and garrulous in
the public square.
How do you think it is going?
This column is a paean to political
apathy. There are at least two things to
be said for it. One has been sketched
above. Key to the smooth running of
democracy is the indifference ofmuch
of the population,much of the time.
Voters are crucial as an eye on things,
as a righter of the ship of state when it
lists. That requires ameasure of
knowledge. Round-the-clock
absorption is something else. It
causes politics to take place in too
loud a setting, laws to bemade in too
hot a smithy.
Youmight throw back atme themid-
20th century, a time of bothmass
participation and calm. Butmuch of
that was unthinking class solidarity.

to the perceptive, but to the lumpen
graduate. Admiration for Jacinda
Ardern is one staple of this creed, as is
conspicuous bookshelf display of the
Obamamemoirs. It is the political
version of naming The Godfather Part
Two as your favourite film. It is
intelligent enough.
The same personmight be
engrossing on another subject, but
never get around to it. And so we have
a double loss since themillennium: the
inescapability of lame, podcast-grade
political chatter, but also the superior
conversations never had.
When people whosemétier is
something else turn to politics, they all
tend to err in the sameway. It is not
that they say extreme things. They say
banal things. Actors and athletes often
do this in their ventures into
commentary. Climate change is an
existential threat. Diplomacy is better
thanwar. These statements aren’t, as
our hedgie friends say, “additive”. Even
minds as subtle as IanMcEwan and
Kazuo Ishiguro commit this error.
Imagine howmuchworse it is from the
randomwhowants to talk Pod Save
America in a bar.
I don’t exemptmyownprofession
when Iwrite this: almost no one has
anything of real penetration to say
about politics. Thiswas just as true a
generation ago. The difference is that far
fewer people back then pretended
otherwise. Therewas no disgrace in
apathy. In fact, therewas a kind of social
penalty for being conspicuously engagé.
Wewere better off for the stigma.
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Thewell-off were Tory/Republican,
unionised workers Labour/Democrat.
Don’t confuse this withmental
engagement. There is something to the
trope that lots of rural Tories joined up
as a way ofmeeting a spouse.
It is different now. People come to
politics through (or for) ideas and
argument. If this resulted in better
conversations at least, I could put up
with the price of amore turbulent
democracy.
But it hasn’t. And this is the second
case against the boom in political
consciousness. Allowme a side step
here tomake this point. If you follow
football in some depth, youwill know

the deathly chore of having to humour
a casual fan. It ismuchworse than
being in the company of an outright
alien to the sport. That person, at least,
won’tmake you sit through some bang
average opinion of theirs (“Gareth has
got the boys believing again”).
Well, I have lived to see the rise of the
casual politico. This is someonewho
knows enough about politics tomake a
conversation heavy, but not enough to
make it interesting. Some of them are
conservative. Butmost Imeet are of
that vein of opinion known as
“midwit”: a sort of too-easy leftism
that appeals neither to the stupid nor

People whosemétier
isn’t politics don’t say
extreme things about it,
they say banal things

A lament for the
age of apathy
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Citizenofnowhere

Travelling the globe fromNigeria to
Poland, German photographer Robin
Hinsch confronts the impact of
human actions on the planet:
ecosystems destroyed by oil spills,
toxic gases polluting lungs so we
can have fuel. The title of his project,
Wahala, translates in Nigeria to
“problem” or “stress”.
Shown here are the Jharia
coalfields in eastern India, source
ofmost of the country’s coal. Fires
have been burning here formore
than 100 years, exacerbated by the

shift to opencastmining, which sped
up the oxidation and combustion of
exposed coal.
Sulphur dioxide and carbon
monoxide fill the air, and the
crumbling landscape is an
impermanence— evenmore so given
that India plans to double the amount
of coal it mines to 1bn tonnes a year
by 2025.

Evie Lake

‘Wahala’ by Robin Hinsch is published
by Gost on December 12
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‘Wahala’ (2019)
by Robin Hinsch
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Fashion Matters is a new FT
newsletter that explores the
intersection of style, business,
politics and culture. Brought to
you by the FT’s fashion editor
Lauren Indvik, it offers frank

perspectives on a multi-trillion
dollar industry.
How do Hollywood stylists

transform young actors into
beacons of style? How can
shoppers separate “green” from

“greenwashing”? What are the
spending habits of luxury’s VICs
(Very Important Clients)?
Fashion Matters will explore
these questions every Thursday.
Sign up at ft.com/newsletters

FashionMatters: go beyond the front rowwith the FT

W hat’s upwith opera?
Thewithdrawal of all
the Arts Council
England’s annual
£12.8mn grant from

the English National Opera on
November 4was greeted with howls of
outrage in some quarters, chin-
stroking in others — but elsewhere
nothing but a shrug. It’s all a question
of perception, and— compared to Italy,
Germany or France, say— in Britain
opera is viewed rather warily. This
bizarre, flawed,magnificent, multiple
art form, which grew from the simplest
of human impulses, to tell a story and
express deep feelings in song, is often
seen as incurably elitist. As posh
people paying ridiculous prices to
dress up silly and listen to weird
outdatedmusic.Whichmeans, of
course, that it’s hardly a prime
candidate for public subsidy.
There’s back-up for this view of
opera’s elitism. During the past decade
Britain’smusical landscape has been
transformed by the appearance of
“country house” operas, privately
supported, on the longer-standing
Glyndebournemodel: around the
country Garsington, Grange Park, the
Grange, Longborough, Neville Holt and
more offer (usually) very good-quality
music in lovely garden surroundings
with full bucolic dining opportunities —
tapping in to one of Britain’s favourite
sports, dicing with the weather. Not to
mention the dressing-up opportunities,
and no problem about parking the
Bentley. I remember a Glyndebourne
ad campaign on London’s Underground
featuring a picnic (nomention of the
music), which surely said it all.
And the businessmodel — short
season, low overheads,masses of
sponsorship potential —makes it work.
But all this is red-flag territory for
cash-strapped public funding bodies.
And yes, for a large number of punters,
opera is all about experience.Market
research has shown that people’s
number one reason for visiting grand
venues such as the Royal OperaHouse
and Glyndebourne is . . . visiting such
grand venues. The quality of the
evening’s experience often comes a

Council England to English National
Opera:
Hello chaps,
Sorry about the money. But let’s face it
— you’re in a horrible bind. However
wonderful your productions are, if they
lose money then the more performances
you do the more money you lose. So you
mount fewer and fewer performances,
while retaining full-time staff, and rent out
your Coliseum home over the lucrative
Christmas and summer periods to other
companies. Which would normally seem
sensible, even bacon-saving, except when
it comes to grants — because the reduced
number of performances means that your
subsidy-per-sold-seat, which is what we at
ACE calculate, goes up and up.
The very definition of a vicious spiral.
So let’s be clear about the plan (secret
code name “Manchester”)
1. You’ll leave your base at the Coliseum
which you happen to own, as it was given
to you by the UK government on the watch
of opera-loving culture secretary David
Mellor. It’s a brute of a building,
logistically complicated and expensive, but
you can Airbnb it all year as a commercial
performance venue.
2. We’ll bung you an “investment” of
£17mn, a thinly veiled redundancy fund to
enable you to shed a huge chunk of your
current staff of 300. Devotedmusicians,
designers, lighting experts, technicians,
admin staff — talented people with
families and pension plans — but hey, your
standing costs are just too high and that’s
a big part of your problem.
3. All these excellent people can be re-
employed on a freelance basis when you,
as a vastly slimmed-down company,
mount productions wherever you can find
a base, at a cheaper rent than London.
Let’s say, Manchester. Your loyal audience
base will be gone, as will much of your
credibility, your history, your brilliant
record of nurturing British talent and your
huge contribution to the capital’s night-
time economy and the UK’s creative
economy— arts, investment, tourism—
that our governments are so keen to boast
of. But hey, the figures will look great.
Good plan?
Love and happy Christmas fromACE
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Whenopera
lost its voice
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close second. Things that cause serious
programmers sleepless nights, the
music itself or star singers, comemuch
further down the list.
So —where does this leave ENO?
Precious few picnic opportunities at its
West End home base, the Coliseum on
StMartin’s Lane, and the dress code
barely involves an uncrumpled T-shirt.
But the point that seems to have been
forgotten is that ENOwas supposed to
be an alternative: opera for the people,
sung in English, originally only by
British singers — although the addition
of international stars has certainly
upped the quality of themusic.
What it does offer is affordability for
students, younger audiences, budding
musicians andmusic-lovers — and,
recently, broad plans for innovative
UK-wide working.Where, if we don’t
have that, will we find the future of this
strange but wonderful art form?

Out and about, I hear you say,
especially outside London.Well, yes
and no. Evoking the admirable
levelling-up agenda is I think a red
herring here. The same round of ACE
cuts includedWelsh National Opera
(slashed by a third), Sussex-based
Glyndebourne’s educational
countrywide touring operation
(completely cut), Britten Sinfonia, also
a complete cut, the only similar
orchestra in East Anglia. Regionalism is
scarcely a valid argument.
The scarlet fish in question, for ENO,
has become known as “Manchester” —
the idea that it will be ENO’s new
home. A powerful city with a thriving
cultural scene of its own, it is already
well served, operatically, by the
excellent Opera North in Leeds. So
what “Manchester” reallymeans in this
context, I’d speculate, is a scenario
encapsulated in this — purely
imaginary— letter from the Arts

If your productions
losemoney, themore
performances you do, the
moremoney you lose


